
Strategy for Success 

Win More Listings, 
 Generate More Leads!  



Take a fast track look at technology 
that will impress your sellers 

and generate more leads from  
your listings! 

This is how it works … 
 



Don’t just settle for having your listings 
added to websites. Your listings deserves 

their own websites. The website features a 
built in virtual tour, nearby places of 
interest, a property video, maps, and 

more. 

Build a Dedicated Property Website 



Your property websites are also equipped 
with social media opt-in forms designed to 

capture and follow up with every visitor! 

Capture & Instantly Follow up  
with Buyer Prospects 



Add a Chat Bot to Your 
Websites 

Automatically engage your prospects with a 
lead capturing chat bot. Chat bots are 
customizable with questionnaires, etc! 



Digital & Print Property, Open House,  
& Just Listed Flyers with Area / Cost Data Options 

Generate PDF & social media shareable 
digital flyers with modifiable area data where 

you can feature nearby businesses to sell 
not just the property but the area as well! 



Digital & Print Property / Area Reports 
& Infographics! 

Generate beautiful property reports and 
infographics featuring local data that is modifiable 

by you. Feature not the necessarily the closest 
establishments but the best nearby! 

Insert the area infographics  
into your photo galleries! 



Create Virtual Tours 

Each property will automatically generate a 
virtual tour both branded and unbranded for 

your MLS. The branded version is embedded 
into the property website. 



Create a Property Video 

Each property will generate a property video 
and automatically be uploaded to Vimeo. 

Vimeo videos can be downloaded and 
uploaded to YouTube and Social Media. 



Now the fun begins! We’ll gain maximum 
exposure by broadcasting your property 
websites and all of their features to the 

popular social media outlets. 

Broadcast your Listings to Social Media 



“What is the asking price? …  Where can I 
see pictures of the inside?” 

“What can you tell me about this home? … 
What’s the square footage? … There are no 

more flyers.” 
 

What about Drive By Traffic? 



The mobile tour instantly answers most 
questions, provides photos and video, and 
captures the prospect’s phone number for 

immediate follow up. 

Mobile Device Home Tour Sent to Drive 
By Prospects in Seconds 



Let’s Try a Demo  
Text LBR700 to 878787 



Feature Your Listings on TV 

Your listings will also be showcased to millions 
of potential viewers on Keyboom!, the only 

interactive real estate search channel on all the 
most popular streaming TV devices. 



Built In Listing Presentations with Video 

Win the listing every time with a built in listing 
presentation (similar to this one) created for 
you to present to your sellers on your listing 

appointments. 



Does Listing Booster Compete with Your 
Existing Marketing? 

“Our company provides a marketing system 
that I thought was similar so I initially wasn’t 
interested. However my lender insisted that I 
give it a brief trial run alongside my existing 
marketing. I am glad I did because Listing 
Booster is giving much better results.” 

“With me, the only thing different marketing 
systems are competing for is the time that it 
takes to utilize them. Listing Booster is by 
far  the least time consuming marketing 
platform that we have used. In this business 
time is everything.” 

“I had another system where I could just 
generate flyers and reports however, not as 
good as these and I never generated one 
lead from them. 36 leads in one week. I am 
glad to be using this now. 

“I’m okay with my current marketing platform 
however you can’t have too many poles in the 
water. This one looks great and you can’t beat 
the cost, so why not?” 



“This all sounds great, however these types of  
systems are always cumbersome, 

time consuming and way  
too much work.” 

NOT Listing Booster. In most markets it’s fully 
automated. We simply connect you to your MLS 
and it automatically imports your listings and 
generates every feature mentioned in this 
presentation. 



Today’s Decisions Bring Tomorrow’s Results.  
Let’s Get Started Today!. 
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